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When you buy in on the internet, the seller must include a fee with your order. Youtube Video How to Buy an Oculus Rift Development Kit The video on how to buy an Oculus Rift Development Kit - Value for money - Take a look at some of the comments we've had for the Oculus Rift Development Kit - Personal Viewing Device (PVD) is our in-house developed and tested option for use with the
Oculus Rift Development Kit 2 (DK2) on Windows PCs. PVD offers a totally immersive experience and aims to offer all the good of a PC whilst being compact and light-weight. VRWorx are the makers of PVD and we're excited to have some key features and benefits of PVD with the DK2. Features and Benefits PVD: The VRWorx PVD is the ultimate Windows PC VR solution Available in
VRWorx and other places such as ComputerShopper and Amazon Built from the ground up with VRWorx PVD, it includes: USB 3.0 drive We're not going to tell you what to do, but we hope to inspire you to test it out and see how it stacks up with the current VR solution available. PVD support for the DK2 was added to PVE for 1.16.0 and is not compatible with previous versions. PVD and its

DK2 integration support is also still evolving. See below for the most recent version. The most current update is available at Please report any bugs and feature suggestions to PVE developer joelv@vrworx.com Support: If you're interested in the Oculus Rift Development Kit (DK2) you may want to check out our review of the Oculus Rift DK1: The VRWorx PVD has two versions available to
purchase. Single User version (for a single user only) - $99 US 5 User Bundle version - $199 US If you purchase the 5 user bundle version 595f342e71
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